SENIOR
LIVING
FOR MALAYSIA
by Veena Loh
Senior Living is a relatively new
concept in Malaysia. While the present
nursing home industry focuses on the
final stages of care, known to us as
“old folks’ home” and is run mostly by
charitable organizations, senior living
caters to the elderly who are able to
live independently but has convenient
access to shared healthcare services.
Various new concepts for Senior Living
can range from resort-styled homes with
fun-filled recreational activities, active
ageing, productive living and integration
into the community. Local pioneers in the
business of senior living such as Green
Leaf Retirement Resort by Gracious
Homes in KL and Jeta Care’s residential
aged care facility in Johore Baru even
incorporate nursing services or a medical
clinic with their own standby ambulances
into their projects.
How strong is this demand?
While the Malaysian population is still
young, it will age rapidly after 2020,
together with many other Asia-Pacific
countries. The number of Malaysians
aged 60 and older will rise from 2.1m
(7.4% of population) in 2010 to 3.4m
(9.9%) in 2020. Healthcare spending
per capita is about 4 times higher for
people aged 65 and older than for those
who are younger according to evidence
from economically advanced countries.
According to findings by United Nations
“The changes that occurred over 50
years in the West are being compressed
into 20-30 years in Asia”
Lessons from other nations
As Malaysia is demographically “young”
within the Asia-Pacific region, it can learn
from “older” countries such as Hong
Kong, Australia and Japan. The bulk of
seniors there do not enjoy high incomes,
and many governments in Asia-Pacific

“
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The changes that
occurred over
50 years in the
West are being
compressed into 20
to 30 years in Asia

have subsidised retirement and nursing
homes by providing cheaper land such
as in Hong Kong to build rented shelters
for the poor and subsidies for elderly
using approved schemes as in Japan and
Australia.

The elderly who needs severe care
are being moved to “Special nursing
homes for the elderly”. The Japanese
Government has given partial subsidies
for the construction of “Service-added
homes for the elderly” that are relatively
more affordable to the elderly. The
private sector responded well and the
market trend of Japan shows that there
was a sharp increase of these “Serviceadded homes for the elderly”. These can
be 24-hour home-visit on a long term
basis for long term care and nursing.
Some of these can also come in the form
of residential units either for sale or for
rent with an attached office run by a
senior healthcare operator that provides
home visit long term care or outpatient
day long term care. Tenants of the office
can also include clinics and dispensing
pharmacies. With the number of elderly
		

Japan’s ageing problem is a serious
one as 24% of its population aged 65
and above, is the world’s highest. The
			
Japanese Ministry of Health estimates
that the number of bed-ridden Japanese
could swell to 5 million by 2025.
Insurance pension schemes such as the
Public Long-Term Care Insurance play an
important role in funding senior services
for Japan’s elderly including home visits,
day services and short stay services.

(continued next page)

Hospitalisation costs have risen
dramatically over the years and the
government is looking at alternative
ways of caring for the elderly. From a
national standpoint, healthcare services
would be provided more effectively and
at lower costs to the community if the
elderly were clustered together.

Figure 1 : The Population in Malaysia Ageing Rapidly
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patients on the rise, the government
is under pressure to look into other
innovative and less costly ways of
treating patients with dementia. As the
industry is labor intensive, robotics are
likely to be introduced to reduce this
dependency.
While Singapore’s elderly currently form
only 9.9% of the total, it is expected
to rise to 19% by 2030 population.
The World Health Organization defines
an aged society as one where 14%,
or more, of the population is aged 65
years and above. In less than five years,
Singapore is forecast to become an aged
society. The Singapore government has
built some homes for sale to the elderly
aged 60 and above for a leasehold
period of 30 years. Realising that the
country has to grapple with increasing
numbers of elderly, the government has
therefore, welcomed the initiatives of
non-government organisations (NGOs),
partially supporting them financially but
most importantly, giving credit to the
NGOs for being model care givers for the
elderly.
Recognising the strong demand for
independent living by seniors, the
private sector and NGOs too, has been
innovating to sustain their operations
and expand their reach. A good example
would be Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui
Welfare Council, a large social service
organization that has been around for
more than 5 decades. Some of their
services have only become profitable
over the past 10 years as they pioneered
and innovated their services to meet
rising demand both in Hong Kong, China
and Macao.
For the profit-minded, finding a
profitable and sustainable business
model for Senior Living has not been
easy particularly for countries which
have high land cost. Nevertheless, a few
talented operators have emerged and
these have stood the test of time. Some
include operators in China, India who
target middle-income seniors and those
in Australia who target high-end seniors.
Subsidies of aging societies have
caused government debts to balloon,
and governments are looking for more
sustainable solutions. In Malaysia, the
government is encouraging innovative
senior living business concepts to flourish
under the Economic Transformation
Programme.

“

Malaysia is voted
3rd on the list
of the World’s

Top Retirement
Havens 2013

according to Living
International
Magazine

Malaysia has the perfect proposition for
senior living for both its own population
and MM2H retirees as the cost of living is
relatively low and the climate is conducive
for those escaping from harsh winters.
In fact, Malaysia is voted 3rd on the list
of the world’s top Retirement Havens
2013 according to Living International
Magazine. Moreover, the cost of both
land and labor is considerably cheaper
here.
While the demand by an ageing
population will rise significantly,
developers should not rush headlong
without considering whether the models
overseas are suitable and can be adopted
here. A developer who wants to provide
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senior living facilities or a retirement
home needs to consider the Malaysian
culture and stigmas associated with
sending your elderly to an old folks’
home.
Very importantly, the local developer
must ask some basic questions, “Who
do you want to cater to? – whether it is
the upper, middle or lower income.” Very
often the ultra-rich will have the means
to reconstruct their homes to cater to
their needs and may not want to be
restricted to standardized living spaces.
The middle class may have a more
compelling reason to move into cluster
homes and save on nursing, ambulance
services and other costs.
China will eventually have an ageing
population growing faster than Japan.
The government has encouraged
developers to build senior living homes.
However, some of these homes built in
suburban areas have seen poor take up
rates.
A more pallatable model could be that of
Indonesia where a developer integrates
a small portion of senior living into
his township, whereby the younger
generation can also stay in the vicinity
and provides assurance to each other of
their accessibility.

FOREIGN INVESTORS PERSPECTIVE
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Figure 2: Average Landed Housing Price Comparison Iskandar vs. Singapore (entry level)
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Iskandar from a Singapore
homebuyers’ perspective
Three reasons why property buyers from
Singapore have shunned Iskandar in the
past include: 1) concerns over safety; 2)
the lack of infrastructure; and 3) concerns
over execution. The lack of visible
developments in the area, coupled with
the property up-cycle seen in Singapore
in 2006-2011, has convinced Singapore
property investors to remain largely
focussed on the island – until now. The
entrance of Khazanah (via UEM Land)
in 2005 marked a tangible commitment
from the Malaysian government to make
Iskandar work. We believe the buy-in
from the Malaysian government boosted
the confidence of Singapore property
investors on Iskandar. The much
improved bilateral ties between the
Singapore and Malaysian governments
also helped to a certain extent.
What transpired in the last seven
years was a visible improvement
in infrastructure development and
execution. Local developers have
stepped up efforts to build houses. The
construction of LegoLand, Puteri Harbour
Theme Park and numerous education
institutions was also completed recently.
This, in turn, should spur more housing
developments as plans to build LRT, MRT,
tram, monorail and ferry transports are
set in motion. We believe the proposal
to link the Singapore MRT system with
Iskandar by 2018 will be the key potential
kicker for more Singaporean demand.
While there are no official statistics
on the trend of Singapore buyers in
Iskandar, our ground checks suggest
the proportion has been rising. Horizon
Hills, an upmarket landed housing
development, has circa 45% of its takeup coming from foreigners, of which
80% are Singaporeans. The biggest
attraction of Iskandar for Singapore
property buyers is price, current house

Current
Iskandar (USD k)

Singapore (USD k)
Source: CIMB, URA, SAVILLS, COMPANY REPORT
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Figure 3: Average Private Condo Prices (US$ psf) Iskandar vs Singapore (Woodlands)
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prices remain 4-8x lower than that of Iskandar will be a natural choice for
Singapore.
Singapore property buyers. Property
buyers tend to invest in regions that
What can Iskandar offer?
they understand. The close proximity
The biggest attraction of Iskandar for as well as cultural and demographic
Singapore property buyers is price. similarities are likely to convince many
Singapore property prices are now Singaporeans to deploy their investment
above their historical highs (up circa capital into Iskandar, in our view. We see
45% from 2008) which has prompted an increasing number of Singaporeans
the government to introduce stringent now opting to stay in Johor Bahru and
measures to curtail investment demand. commute to Singapore for work.
While average prices at Iskandar have
also more than doubled since 2008, (Extract From Terence Wong, Head of Equity
current house prices remain 4-8x Research, CIMB Malaysia)
lower than that of Singapore. This only
takes into account entry-level prices in Singapore’s insatiable demand for
Singapore. On a like-for-like basis, the land and property
price differential can be even starker. For Singapore is a developed economy and
example, a prime bungalow of 15k sq ft enjoys a per capita GDP higher than that
built-up area will cost around US$18m in of most developed countries. Last year,
Singapore. For that amount, buyers will Singapore’s per capita income of nearly
be able to buy more than 10 equivalent S$ 50,000 now (US$64,000) has reached
units at Horizon Hills, Iskandar. We the U.S. level. Despite their earning
believe the rising cost of living and power, the bulk (85%) of Singaporeans
unattractive yields in Singapore are live in HDB flats and shoeboxes. The
starting to channel some genuine and latter averages 300sqft to 750sqft. This
investment demand offshore.
is because of the limited land constraints
that the island offers.
Given the close proximity of Johor and the
expected improvement in connectivity 			
(continued next page)
between Johor Bahru and Singapore,
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With its strong Singapore dollar, the
Singaporeans have the capacity to
purchase a larger property in Malaysia
at less than half the price of a Singapore
flat.
High Savings among Singaporeans
Singaporeans who are MM2H
According to the 2011 World Bank
report, Singapore’s Gross Domestic
Savings stood at 51.9% of GDP in 2010
among the world’s highest. With the
strong Singapore dollar, high savings
and unsatisfied hunger for land, Malaysia
is the closest next best option for real
estate investment.
Singaporeans who are MM2H
Across the Singapore border lies Malaysia
with abundant land, lower cost of living,
health and medical facilities that rivals
Singapore. As the cost of living is high
in Singapore, those who retire may
find it difficult to make ends meet if
they should live long and use up their
Central Provident Funds or Medisave.
Singaporeans live longer than most with
a life expectancy of 82 years, a shade
away from Japan and one of the fastest
aging societies in the world. This has
implications for the type of housing
Singaporeans buy or invest in.
According to statistics, Singapore ranks
seventh largest in terms of MM2H.
Actual numbers are only 83 in 2012.
A report published by Manulife Asset
Management said that 9% of the
Singaporean population is above 65 but
by 2050 this percentage will rise to 32
per cent of the population. This will also
have implications for the demand for
health tourism by Singaporeans.
Singaporean preferences
“Generally, our Singaporean neighbours
are in favour of higher-end developments,
especially projects projects with
strong security system, lush green
environment, and are lifestyle-driven,”
said Dato’ Wan Abdullah of UEM Land.
He said the majority of foreign buyers
in Nusajaya, Johor, were Singaporeans.
Regional play
Singapore has always been the first
choice for foreign investors in the region
because it is a very efficient financial
centre, offering a stable of value for
holding investment assets combined
with the ease of transfer of money at
competitive costs and relative ease of
exit of such funds with little hassle or
red tape.
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Figure 4: Singapore-Iskandar-Johor Price Comparison

Singapore-Iskandar-Johor landed housing price comparison
Landed Housing

Average Price
(US$’000)

Iskandar Johor
Sutera Utama

288

Austin Heights (2-storey cluster)

128

Adda Heights (2-storey cluster)

160

Horizon Hills (2-storey terrace)

256

East Ladang (2-storey semi-D)

384

New Launches

800-1600

Singapore
Luxus Hills

2232

Momosa Terrace

2000

Singapore-Iskandar-Johor condominiums price comparison
Condominiums

Average prices
(US$ ‘psf)

Iskandar/Johor
Laganda Tasik

102

Adamai

90

1Medini

176

Imperia@Puteri Harbour

248

Setia Sky 88

384

New launches

208

Singapore
Woodlands median non-landed price

704

Source: CIMB, URA, SAVILLS, COMPANY REPORT

However, there can be times when the
Singapore property market is volatile.
The Singapore market peaked last
year as authorities introduced tough
measures to stem speculation.
Due to Singapore’s property prices at
an all time high and rental yields being
low, it is suggested that investors could
be overpaying for the potential rental
income. Malaysia becomes a very
attractive market as investors are now
coming from Japan, China, UK, Australia,
South Korea and the Middle East.
Diaspora
Last but not least, familiarity of a country
is a very strong basis for investment in
property. According to SP Setia, “About
75 per cent of our sales in Melbourne are
to Malaysians. More than half of the sales
in Singapore are to Malaysians.”
Malaysia Property Incorporated, a
non-profit organization promoting
the branding of Malaysian real estate
regionally has a permanent showroom
in Singapore. The showroom serves to

provide Malaysian developers with a
platform to maintain a presence in
Singapore to target 2 million high net
worth Singaporeans and expatriates
with a platform to maintain a presence
in Singapore to target 2 million high net
worth Singaporeans and expatriates with
investment opportunities in Malaysia as
well as Malaysian diaspora residing in
Singapore.
Malaysia Property Incorporated’s gallery
which exhibits Malaysian properties in
the SGX building in Singapore, have seen
strong uptake of Johore properties over
the past year. Joland Holdings launched
Paragon Residences between 30th June –
15th July 2012 in the Malaysian Property
Gallery was fully sold out. They have
since returned and are launching another
new phase at the Gallery along Shenton
Way now. Both towers of Encorp Marina
in Puteri Harbour which were launched
in mid- October to December 2012 were
also sold out.
Terence Wong (CFA), Head of Equity Research, CIMB Bank.
Best Analyst Award, Asiamoney Award
Veena Loh, General Manager, MPI

SPOTLIGHT

BRANDING MALAYSIA
AS A MEDICAL

TOURISM
DESTINATION
by Aisyah Mahzan
Dr Mohamad Nasir Zahari is currently
the medical director of Beverly Wilshire
Medical Centre. He is also a member of
the elite ‘Malaysian Association of Plastic,
Aesthetic and Craniofacial of facial
Surgeons (MAPACS).
Beverly Wilshire Medical Centre is one
of the medical centres registered with
Malaysian Healthcare Travel Council
(MHTC) to promote medical tourism. It
is licenced by Ministry of Health Malaysia
and accredited by Malaysian Society for
Quality in Health (MSQH).
Malaysia has emerged as one of Asia’s
most recognised developing countries
with an immersed potential in an
increasingly demanded sector which is
medical tourism. With state-of-the-art
facilities and medical services, providing
reliable, safe and effective treatment in
a comfortable environment with good
infrastructure and affordability, Malaysia
has become one of the leading choices
for foreign medical tourists seeking
healthcare treatment abroad. Malaysia
was ranked the fifth most preferred
medical tourism destination in 2012.
Dr Mohamad Nasir Zahari holds a
bachelor degree in medicine, post
graduate degree and masters in surgery
where he was honoured with ‘Award of
Excellent Service’.
Property Quotient (PQ) interviewed
him recently to gain an insight on what
medical tourism can offer to promote
Malaysian real estate.
PQ: Can you briefly tell us what is
the uniqueness of medical tourism
industry in Malaysia? What makes
Malaysia special compared to other
regional countries that offer the same
treatment?
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Dr Nasir: Medical tourism in Malaysia is
unique compared with other regional
countries such as Singapore and
Thailand. This is due to several reasons.
Malaysia has good ease of access in
terms of infrastructure and a pleasant
environment which is pro-business and
pro-tourist.
One of the major factors contributing to
this is the diverse communication skills of
Malaysian citizens whereby most of the
citizens can communicate in more than
one language with English as a second
language. This in turn makes foreign
medical tourists more at home and at
ease as they are able to communicate
comfortably when seeking medical
consultation in Malaysia.
Pricing wise, Malaysia is considered less
costly compared with Singapore, thus
medical travellers can save on treatment
costs, whilst Malaysian medical fees
maybe slightly higher than Thailand due
to higher living standards. Thailand was
affected by heavy floods in 2011 and
riots however, Malaysia is considered to
be politically stable, hence attracts an
inflow of tourists into the country.
PQ: In your opinion, with the
increasing number of medical
tourists travelling to Malaysia seeking
medical treatment, will there be
more medical hotels for the medical
tourists to recuperate after receiving
treatment?
Dr Nasir: As to date, Malaysia is still yet
to have a medical hotel that specifically
caters to the medical and tourism needs.
These medical hotels are usually found in
other countries. It would be nice to have
these medical hotel developments in
Malaysia, but currently it is not a necessity
for Malaysia to have it. Currently, medical
centres are collaborating with hotels
within the vicinity to provide services that
accommodates to the patients’ needs.
PQ: Do you receive international
patients seeking cosmetic surgery
treatments? How was their response
to the treatments?
Dr Nasir: Yes, we do receive international
patients seeking cosmetic surgery
treatments. Most of them are from
Australia and New Zealand. We also
receive a small number of patients
from United Kingdom. The responses of
the patients were good as 95% of the
patients gave an evaluation of 95 marks
and above.

Dr Mohamad Nasir Zahari
Medical Director, Beverly Wilshire

PQ: As a conclusion, in your opinion,
what can be done to attract more
medical tourists to seek medical
treatment in Malaysia?
Dr Nasir: In my opinion, there are a
few things that can be done to attract
more medical tourists. One of the ways
is by aggressively branding Malaysia
as a medical hub instead of branding
only certain hospitals. For example,
Singapore has branded the country as
Singapore Medicine which emphasises on
quality services. Indirectly, such actions
influence the medical tourists’ mindset
that any medical centre in Singapore
offers quality services.
Building more niche hospitals that
specialises in certain fields to ensure
exclusiveness and privacy of medical
tourists are protected.
Government initiatives are necessary to
encourage the private medical centres
to cater for more medical tourists. For
example, tax exemptions should be
given to medical equipment as they are
expensive.
As a closing statement, we wish all
related parties can work together to
improve and uphold the medical tourism
industry in Malaysia and indirectly bring
a surge of demand for Malaysian real
estate as medical tourists may consider
making Malaysia as their second home.

INVESTOR PREFERENCES

ISKANDAR MALAYSIA’S

SHENZHEN
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Figure 5: Investment are ahead of target
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Excitement about Iskandar is reaching
levels never seen before in Malaysia.
This is understandable given that the
“Shenzhen of Malaysia” reached tipping
point last year. We remain bullish on the
growth corridor and advise investors to
position for the longer term.

3) It is the natural hinterland to
Singapore, where costs are far higher,
and is within eight hours’ flight from key
Asian countries, including China, India
and the Middle East
4) The political friendship between the
two countries is probably at its highest
point in many years with numerous
outstanding issues of the past addressed
5) The recently-completed catalyst
projects that draw in big crowds LegoLand and the Puteri Harbour Theme
Park - make Iskandar highly visible and
exciting.
6) Other catalysts, including numerous
education institutions, the Johor
Premium Outlet and Pinewood Studios,
have been completed or are nearing
completion
7) Accessibility is being improved
significantly through infrastructure
projects, including new highways, LRT/
MRT connectivity, ferry/MRT connection
to Singapore and high-speed rail

Why the sudden interest?
The Iskandar Malaysia development
corridor has been long in the making and
can in fact trace its roots to Renong and
its Prolink 2020 project in the 1990s. But
it was the completion of LegoLand, Puteri
Harbour Family Theme Park and several
education institutions in 2012 that woke
up developers and property buyers on
both sides of the Causeway to its huge
potential. The recent meetings between
the Prime Ministers of the two countries
and the go ahead for the RM30bn
high-speed rail project have cemented
Iskandar’s position as the Shenzhen of
Malaysia. Since Oct last year, Singapore
investors have taken the plunge and
invested in four multi-billion ringgit Property projects in Iskandar
projects in Iskandar.
In terms of landbank, UEM Land has
by far the biggest exposure to Johor at
8,426 acres, of which 7,166 acres is in
Investments are ahead of targets
Since Iskandar was launched on 4 Nov Nusajaya. A distant second is SP Setia
2006, its investment value has exceeded with over 1,000 acres of landbank spread
the Phase 1 (2006-2010) target by throughout seven projects in the state.
47.9%. Total committed investments of
RM36.8bn in 2011-12 already make up
50.4% of Phase 2’s target of RM73bn for
2011-15.
Why Iskandar will succeed
1) Planned by Khazanah Nasional, which
has some of the best brains in the country
2) It has the buy-in of the top political
leaders in the country as well as of their
Singapore counterparts through the joint
ministerial committee

Several of its projects are located within
Iskandar and the group’s Bukit Indah
Johor township is part of Nusajaya.
For many years now, SP Setia was
the dominant developer in Johor and
inFY10/10, the group chalked up a
record RM1.35bn in new sales.
Last year, however, UEM Land for the
first time took over the lead as the top
selling developer in Johor and racked up
RM1.8bn in sales. This came mainly from
its East Ledang, Horizon Hills and Teega
projects. Many buyers from Iskandar
were Singaporeans.
Last year, SP Setia’s project in Johor
Bahru, Setia Sky 88, chalked up a
record for Johor Bahru condo prices.
The RM750m project achieved average
prices of RM900-1,400 psf, unheard of
in Johor Bahru at that time. Despite the
steep prices, the response to the project
was overwhelming and take-up rate is
100%.
Mah Sing is a further distant third in
terms of sales from Johor in 2012 as new
sales from the state was only RM250m.
But with its new condo project in Medini,
Mah Sing is targeting to achieve RM609m
in new sales from Johor in 2013.
E&O will be the new comer to Johor in
2013 and will soon launch its RM3bn
wellness project. The project is a joint
venture between E&O, Khazanah and
Temasek. The 210 acres was acquired in
mid-2011 at a cost of RM350m or RM38
psf, are leasehold (99 years + 30 years).
The township will include a peat reserve
with walkways for residents and a water
retention pond that will be beautified.
Residential properties there will be gated
and guarded.

NEWSFLASH
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MALAYSIA IS

ONE OF THE MOST
OPTIMISTIC
ASIAN COUNTRY
by Aisyah Mahzan
Malaysia is one of the most optimistic Asian countries after Indonesia. According to Manulife’s first “Investor Sentiment Index
Asia”, it’s been revealed that Malaysia and Indonesia had markedly higher confidence levels than most other Asian countries,
including China, Singapore and Japan while Hong Kong and Taiwan were the most pessimistic.
Investors in Indonesia and Malaysia favoured cash and property, with little desire for stocks and equities as opposed to Hong Kong
and Japan. From an investment perspective, currently there’s no place more exciting than Asia. There are so many opportunities
across the region to invest.
A majority of investors (70%) felt that now is a ‘good time’ to invest in real estate. 62% of Malaysian investors believe they will
be better off financially in two years, while 41% feel they are already better off today than two years earlier compared with 7%
of investors worse off now than two years ago.
However, Malaysian investors tended to have a preference for cash, as opposed to riskier assets like stocks and equities. It is also
a ‘good time’ to hold fixed income investment, as the market is seen to be giving out positive signals.

ISKANDAR MALAYSIA

ATTRACTS OVER

RM
5 BILLION
WORTH OF NEW INVESTMENT
by Aisyah Mahzan
Iskandar Malaysia attracted RM5.06bil in new investments for the January-March 2013 period, with committed investments
totalling RM111.37bil from 2006 up to 31 March 2013. RM44.82bil (40.2%) of the total cumulative committed investments has
been realised.
In 1Q2013, Iskandar Malaysia continued to receive strong support and patronage from both local and foreign investors. This
indicated a high level of confidence that various initiatives were being implemented. Manufacturing recorded the highest cumulative
committed investment at RM35.33bil, followed by petrochemicals and oleo-chemicals (RM5.95bil), logistics (RM4.43bil), tourism
(RM2.23bil), healthcare (RM1.6bil), education (RM1.55bil), financial services (RM600mil) and creative industries (RM400mil).
Supporting the growth of the above industries with RM40.42bil worth of property development, RM9.53bil in utilities, RM8.31bil in
infrastructure and public works and RM1.03bil in emerging technologies has been committed. Several projects will be completing
in 2013. These include Pinewood Iskandar Malaysia Studios in Medini and Traders Hotel at Puteri Harbour. These developments
will help to increase the value proposition of the region, and attract more prospective investors to Iskandar Malaysia.
Local investors contributed RM72.6bil (64%) of the cumulative committed investments, while the balance RM38.8bil (36%) was
contributed by foreign investors.More quality investments are expected to flow into Iskandar Malaysia. This is based on interest
shown by potential investors from Indonesia, China, India and the Gulf Cooperation Council countries.

GRAPHICALLY SPEAKING
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LOOKING FOR

INVESTMENT
Source: MPI Research

Request

Malaysia Property Incorporated (MPI) receives foreign investor
queries on an ongoing basis. For any parties interested to pursue
these investment requirements, please contact the MPI team at
research@malaysiapropertyinc.com

Client

Requirement

Location

Landbank

MNC Companies

Plot of land to develop
Office Headquarter

Greater KL

Landbank,
Development Rights

China

Plot of land to develop
retirement village

Malaysia

Landbank,
Development Right

South Korea

Construction and development of
medical facility development

Malaysia

Hiroshima, Japan

Development land
less than RM 15 million for
high-end condominium project

Greater KL

Landbank

Guangzhou, China

10 - 20 acres of land for
furniture mall

Greater KL

Landbank,
Development rights

Dhaka, Bangladesh

5 - 7 acres of land for
development

Greater KL
(Southern part)

1Q 2013

2Q 2012
Landbank

1Q 2012

ABOUT US
Malaysia Property Incorporated is a Government initiative
set up under the Economic Planning Unit to drive
investments in real estate into Malaysia.
As the first port-of-call for real estate investment queries,
Malaysia Property Inc. connects interested parties through
an extensive network of government agencies, private
sector companies, real estate firms, business councils and
real estate-related associations.
MPI has two core objectives; to create international
awareness and to establish connections between foreign
interests and Malaysian real estate industry players,
ultimately contributing to real estate investments into the
country.

For further information and
up-to-date tracking of Malaysian real estate data, visit:
www.malaysiapropertyinc.com
For further enquiry, write to:
info@malaysiapropertyinc.com

Disclamer: This report contains information that is publicly-available and has been relied on by Malaysia Property Incorporated on the basis that it is accurate and
complete. MPI is not liable if the case proves to be otherwise. No warranty or representation, express or implied, is made to the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained herein, and the same is submitted subject to errors, omissions, change of price, rental or other conditions, withdrawal without notice, and
to any special listing conditions imposed.

